Princess Bride/Fairy Tale project

For this project, you and your group will research and present on the evolution of a particular fairy tale. You will need to read/watch as many versions as you can and discuss what changes were made between the written form and the Disney versions (if one was made), why they were made, and how it fits into the definition of a fairy tale. Among the versions you should definitely read are those by Charles Perrault and the Brothers Grimm in addition to historically important versions. Your presentation will be on a powerpoint or posterboard. Remember, these are visual media; how it looks is very important.

Fairy tale options:

Beauty & the Beast       Cinderella
1.                        1.
2.                        2.
3.                        3.
4.                        4.

The Little Mermaid       Little Red Riding Hood
1.                        1.
2.                        2.
3.                        3.
4.                        4.

Sleeping Beauty          Snow White
1.                        1.
2.                        2.
3.                        3.
4.                        4.

This is a test grade; due dates are on the calendar. Groups will present in random order, so be ready to go on the first day.